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What I had in mind, & what I actually got 
 

Once upon a time, I think I used to have more or less clear ideas of the kinds of things my life had 
in store for me. (‘though come to think of it, these were probably pretty much unconscious.) 
 
On my walk this morning I got thinking about what I’d had in mind for my life, & the way it’s all 
turned out. Interesting exercise! Here are some of the things I came up with: 
 

What I had in mind What I got, or learned, instead 
Fairy tale “happily ever after” story (with me in 
the princess role … of course!) 

The real deal (sometimes, apparently, I am not 
only not the princess … but the hag L). 

Straight-line life. Plans. Predictability. 
Proceeding inevitably from A through B, C & 
D & inexorably onward to Z  

Vast unpredictability 
Life appears to be having its way with me, not 
the other way around  

The calm, solid & stable, unswavering love of 
one man for me, & me for him. The “happily 
ever after” deal…you know 

Love swavered. Big-time. Divorce even 
happened. Big-time. (Divorce is not even 
mentioned in the fairy tales.) 

Everything must be thus, thus & so  Whatever… 
Tidiness. Orderliness. A spotless house  Messiness. Increasing lack of attachment, even, 

to order 
Money: fixed, solid, real & immutable. Wealth: 
how much money there is in the bank.  

Wealth: nothing whatsoever to do with money! 
“Your wealth is where your friends are.” 
<Plato> 

Saving the world!!!!! Helping to change the world. Slowly, slowly, 
ever-so-painfully-slowly (&… too late L) 

Me – a person I can really count on! OMG!! Can’t even rely on myself! I forget 
things, step in things, say stupid things… & the 
older I get, the less I seem to be able to “rely 
on” myself. Yikes. 

Constancy… Yikes. Love swavers, energy swavers, health 
swavers. Children grow up, divorce happens, 
friends move away, get sick, die, stop 
answering e-mails. Careers & aspirations 
change; the stock market crashes, nuclear 
accidents happen. Moods go up & down like a 
demented roller coaster. Optimism is subject to 
climate change.  
Change = truly the only constant  

 
The walk during which I came up with all these thoughts is a perfect case in point. 
 
I set out with a plan – only a tentative plan, mind you, because I know myself well enough by 
now to know that I will not always or even often (ever, even??) be able to adhere to my own path 
or plan. 
 
I set out to walk all the way down to the end of the road (a 40-minute walk), but about 10 minutes 
out, a sudden strong smell of rotting meat made me change my plan. Some 2-legged creature (i.e., 
a human) had for some inexplicable reason left two packages of rotting meat in the woods just to 
the side of the road. The over-the-top putrid, awful smell made me turn around in disgust, 
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deciding I’d go for a woodsy walk instead of a road walk because Ick!! I’d rather deal with 
Nature & the critters than bloody unpredictable humans…. 
 
So off I go down a path into the woods, once again with a (new) vague plan in mind, & come to 
this stream I think I can’t get across, but by golly, with a little nosing about, I find a way I can. 
Only I’m not at the spot in the woods I think I’m at (the spot I got to yesterday, only on the other 
side of the stream), & I just keep walking & walking, thinking, “Hmmm. Maybe I am finally 
going to find the woods-y way to walk to C.M.” & sure enough I do eventually wind up in the 
wee hamlet of C.M., ‘though with many an unfriendly “No Trespassing” sign & unexpected 
roadway going off hither & yon along the way, and many moments of thinking “Good Lord, am I 
ever going to get anywhere???” 
 
And of course I did get somewhere, & I always was somewhere, even though I mostly wasn’t 
quite sure where exactly that somewhere was, and just like life (Life), I wasn’t exactly too sure 
that I was in charge, exactly, but that somehow everything was okay, & it wound up being a 
pretty glorious walk, really …’though not at all the one I’d had in mind.  
 
And I got back home as sweaty as the proverbial racehorse, had a glorious short swim to cool 
myself off, & thought, “Well, constancy isn’t all it’s cracked up to be anyway, is it?” It would 
probably be frightfully boring, & as it is, I can be grateful for most of these unpredictable & 
unexpected turns my life keeps on taking, & the fate of the human race does not frankly seem like 
a very clear bet at all, but it sure is a fun gig anyway, an awful lot of the time, and…hey, thanks, 
Universe – it sure is a mighty grand show all around!!!! 
 
(And oh, yes. I’ve uncovered a couple of things that have kind of gone the way I’d hoped for. I’d 
always rather hoped to have a life of purpose…& adventure…& growth. And bless me, those 
things I have had…do have…in spades!) 
 
Janet 
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